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Abstract
Background:
Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is characterized by the destruction of pancreatic β cells, resulting in the 
inability to produce sufficient insulin to maintain normoglycemia. As a result, people with T1DM depend  
on exogenous insulin that is given either by multiple daily injections or by an insulin pump to control their 
blood glucose. A challenging task is to design the next step in T1DM therapy: a fully automated insulin 
delivery system consisting of an artificial pancreatic β cell that shall provide both safe and effective therapy.  
The core of such a system is a control algorithm that calculates the insulin dose based on automated glucose 
measurements.

Methods:
A model predictive control (MPC) algorithm was designed to control glycemia by controlling exogenous insulin 
delivery. The MPC algorithm contained a dynamic safety constraint, insulin on board (IOB), which incorporated  
the clinical values of correction factor and insulin-to-carbohydrate ratio along with estimated insulin action 
decay curves as part of the optimal control solution.

Results:
The results emphasized the ability of the IOB constraint to significantly improve the glucose/insulin control 
trajectories in the presence of aggressive control actions. The simulation results indicated that 50% of the 
simulations conducted without the IOB constraint resulted in hypoglycemic events, compared to 10% of the 
simulations that included the IOB constraint.

Conclusions:
Achieving both efficacy and safety in an artificial pancreatic β cell calls for an IOB safety constraint that is able  
to override aggressive control moves (large insulin doses), thereby minimizing the risk of hypoglycemia.
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Introduction

Achieving normoglycemia in type 1 diabetes mellitus 
(T1DM) is one of the main goals of the diabetes research 
community. Normoglycemia is defined as blood glucose 
concentration in the range of 70–100 mg/dl.1 Current 
therapy is based on exogenous insulin administration 
by either multiple daily injections (MDI) or by continuous 
subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII).

Insulin administration is based on insulin-to-carbohydrate 
ratio (I:C)2–4 and correction factor (CF)5,6 calculations, 
using sporadic blood glucose measurements obtained 
through self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG). 
The I:C describes the amount of carbohydrate (CHO) 
compensated for by a unit of insulin. The CF represents 
the reduction in blood glucose concentration caused by 
one unit of insulin. These values are obtained empirically 
and are tailored to specific individuals. The CF and  
I:C values enable calculation of the amount of insulin 
needed at each given moment as a function of blood 
glucose levels and CHO intake. However, basing the 
exogenous insulin administration strictly on these values 
without considering previous insulin administration may 
lead to hypoglycemia as a result of overcorrection. In an  
effort to address this problem, bolus wizards in modern 
CSII pumps estimate insulin on board (IOB) based on 
different insulin action curves.7

The amount of insulin administered, whether present in 
the blood or the subcutaneous space, at a given instant 
is the IOB. Insulin action varies between individuals and 
within each individual as a function of many factors, 
e.g., the time of day, stress, and illness. It is difficult to 
define a generic insulin action curve. As can be seen 
in Figure 1 and as reviewed by Zisser and colleagues,  
different insulin action curves are used by insulin pump 
software to predict insulin clearance in the body, and the 

“available” insulin is used as complementary information  
for the estimation of the correction dose.7

Modern therapeutic technology has improved open-loop  
insulin therapy significantly; however, people with 
T1DM still suffer from long-term sequelae, including 
retinopathy, nephropathy, neuropathy, and vascular 
complications, as a result of prolonged hyperglycemia. 
The Diabetes Control and Complication Trial concluded 
that maintaining near normoglycemia via intensive 
insulin therapy effectively delays the onset and slows the 
progression of diabetes complications. The chief adverse 

effect of intensive insulin therapy was a threefold 
increase of severe hypoglycemia.10

At the core of an artificial pancreatic β cell is a control 
algorithm that regulates blood glucose concentration 
by manipulating exogenous insulin delivery.11–14 In this 
work, a model predictive control (MPC) algorithm was 
selected as the control strategy. The MPC is an advanced  
control algorithm that is extensively used in the chemical 
industry.15 The MPC algorithm computes at each given 
sampling time (k) a sequence of control moves that 
minimize a predefined cost function by predicting the 
trajectories of the controlled system. The cost function 
usually consists of terms related to the deviation of state 
variables from the set point, the magnitude of the control 
variables, and the rate of change of control variables.

One of the advantages of an MPC algorithm is its ability  
to integrate constraints into the control move calculations. 
Future trajectories of the controlled system are estimated 
by a mathematical model, such as an autoregressive 
exogenous input (ARX) model.16

Figure 1. An illustration of nonlinear insulin action curves. The action 
curves differ from each other by their duration of action and are being 
used by CSII pump bolus wizards to estimate the available insulin 
in plasma, modified from Walsh and associates.8 These curves are 
the result of pharmacodynamic–pharmacokinetic studies and are specific  
to the insulin type.9
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An ARX model describes a discrete linear connection 
between outputs at sample time k to inputs and outputs  
at prior sampling times:

y(k) = ay(k - 1) + βy(k - 2) + gu(k - 1), (1)

where y at sampling time k is related to the past output 
measurements at sampling times k-1 and k-2 and the 
previous control variable u at time k-1. The constants  
a, β, and g are constants that are estimated, usually by  
a least squares procedure, to fit measured data.16 In the 
context of diabetes, the output y will represent glucose 
concentration, and u will represent insulin and meal 
inputs.

A critical step before any clinical implementation of an 
artificial pancreatic β cell is extensive in silico studies. 
These simulation studies are based on mathematical 
models of T1DM. Several mathematical models of 
the human glucose/insulin dynamics are available. 
Models can range from simplified descriptions such 
as the Bergman “minimal” model,17 which describes  
insulin/glucose dynamics in the plasma with two 
differential equations, to a higher-order model that takes 
into account several subsystems in the human body, 
including the subcutaneous subsystem along with the 
exogenous delivery of meals and insulin such as those 
of Wilinska and associates,18 Hovorka and coworkers,14  
and Dalla Man and colleagues.19 The Dalla Man model19 
serves as the mathematical core behind the Food and 
Drug Administration approved simulation environment  
for closed-loop testing of artificial pancreatic β cell 
control algorithms.20

In this work, the ability of a MPC with IOB to regulate 
glycemia safely by controlling the rate of exogenous 
insulin delivery is demonstrated. A dynamic safety 
constraint on the maximum rate of insulin delivery was based 
on empirical clinical knowledge such as CF, I:C, and total 
daily insulin in order to avoid over-delivery of insulin.

Materials and Methods
The simulation platform of Kovatchev and associates,20 
which is based on the T1DM model of Dalla Man and 
coworkers,19 was used as a test bed for the control approach 
that was evaluated using MATLAB®’s Model Predictive 
Control Toolbox and Simulink® (The MathWorks, Inc., 
Natick, MA) platforms. Ten adult subjects are available  
to the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation Artificial 
Pancreas Consortium members, and these ten subjects 
are taken to be representative of both intersubject and 

intrasubject variations found among people with T1DM.

The MPC cost function in this work is defined as 

s.t. (2)

-0.5

 

where  are blood glucose concentrations  
after subtraction of the set point;  is a vector of  
future calculated injected insulin moves after basal rate 
subtraction;  is the vector of future injected 
insulin increments; wy, wu, and wDu are optimization 
weights that correspond to blood glucose concentrations 
offset, future calculated injected insulin moves, and 
future injected insulin increments, respectively; p and n 
are the output prediction and input control horizon, 
respectively; u ss

^  is the injected insulin value at steady 
state; and Umax(k) is a dynamic safety constraint based on 
evaluated IOB. The ARX models were obtained by input  
and output tests that resembled a clinical experiment. 
These models were used as the basis of the model 
predictions in the MPC algorithm.

In order to investigate how well the control algorithm 
functioned under uncertainties, two tests were 
implemented. First, ARX models that were specified for 
each subject were used to control the other 9 subjects, 
resulting in 100 new simulations for the 10 different  
subjects. Second, a 50% normal random noise was added  
to the output, introducing a more in vivo scenario for  
current continuous glucose monitoring devices.

The IOB constraint was based on IOB estimations using 
the 6, 7, and 8 h insulin action curves. The different 
action curves were used as an additional control, tuning 
parameters to enable a more aggressive control action for 
high glucose concentrations (6 h curve for glucose greater 
than 140 mg/dl) as well as conservative control action for  
lower glucose concentrations (8 h curve for glucose less  
than 100 mg/dl). Chase and colleagues21,22 introduced 
insulin saturation to their control model that required 
an online optimization in order to estimate kinetic 
parameters. This differs from the present approach 
that uses predefined insulin action curves to enable a 
dynamic constraint on the control moves. In effect, the 
predefined curves are simple, empirical models that can  
be tuned to an individual and are consistent with the 
readily available features on “smart” insulin pumps.23 
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Both clinical ratios (I:C and CF) are used by the 
controller to calculate the maximum insulin dose at 
each control calculation. To constrain the controller 
from administering an excess amount of insulin, IOB 
is evaluated at each control move, using the insulin  
delivery history, such that, if the calculated insulin dose 
is greater than the IOB constraint, the controller action is 
adjusted to be the limiting value of this constraint.

The IOB at sampling time k is calculated using the past 
residuals of administered insulin over 8 h (time of the 
slowest action curve):

IOB(k) = IOB
_

memory
T ‧ IOB
_

curve , (3)

where IOB(k) is a scalar representing the total IOB at 
sampling time k, IOB

_
memory is a vector that contains 8 h 

of insulin administration history based on a sampling time  
of 5 min, IOB

_
curve is a vector representing a sampled 

insulin action curve of 6, 7, or 8 h (Figure 1) depending  
on the measured blood glucose concentration, and T is 
the transpose operator.

The upper constraint on the MPC is calculated by the 
following condition:

if ICHO(k) + IG(k) > IOB(k)
Umax(k) = (ICHO(k) + IG(k)) - IOB(k)
else
Umax(k) = ICHO(k), 

(4)

where Umax(k) is the maximum insulin delivery rate above  
the basal rate and ICHO(k) is the amount of insulin needed 
to compensate for a given meal at sampling time k and 
is calculated by

ICHO(k) = M(k) ‧ I:C, (5)

where M is the mass of CHO in grams consumed in 
a given meal at sampling time k, and I:C is given in 
insulin units to grams CHO. IG(k) is the amount of 
insulin needed to correct for a positive deviation from  
the set point at sampling time k and is calculated by the 
following condition:

if G(k) - Gss(k) > 0
IG(k) = {G(k) - Gss(k)} ‧ CF
else
IG(k) = 0, 

(6)

where G(k) and Gss(k) are the measured and desired blood 
glucose concentrations  at sampling time k, respectively 

. The “else” clause in Equation (6) ensures that insulin 
can be delivered after meal consumption if necessary.

Results
Two types of control strategies (MPC with and without 
the IOB constraint) were evaluated and compared 
following a 24 h clinical protocol consisting of three 
meals (8:00 am, noon, and 6:00 pm) with 20, 40, and 70 g 
of CHO, respectively. Each simulation started with steady 
state conditions at 7:00 am.

The MPC tuning parameters were kept constant during 
the simulations. The sampling time was set to 5 min, 
the prediction horizon was set to 400 time steps (in 
accordance with the simulated system’s settling time), 
and the control horizon was set to 5 time steps. The 
weights on the change in insulin infusion rate and on 
glucose set point tracking were both set to one.

Fifty percent of the simulations without the IOB  
constraint resulted in hypoglycemia (18.6% of the overall 
simulation time). On the other hand, only 10% of the 
simulations that were governed by the IOB constraint 
resulted in hypoglycemia and only for a very short 
period (0.75% of the overall simulation time). Ten percent 
of the simulations without the IOB constraint resulted 
in a hyperglycemic event (for only 0.2% of the overall 
simulation time). Fifty percent of the simulations 
that were governed by the IOB constraint resulted 
in hyperglycemic events for only 3.5% of the overall 
simulation time. These results are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 2 emphasizes the importance of the IOB safety 
constraint. It can be seen that, without the IOB safety 
constraint (Figure 2A), the control actions (Figure 2C) 
causes hypoglycemia. The presence of the IOB safety 
constraint (Figure 2B) keeps glycemia within the range 
of 100–170 mg/dl. The IOB constraint is illustrated in 
Figure 2D), where the control actions are restricted by 
the IOB constraint. 

As can be seen from Figure 3, the IOB constraint tends to 
produce more conservative results. The controller without 
the IOB constraint marginally outperforms (Figure 3A) 
the controller with the IOB constraint (Figure 3B), where 
the response to the meals and especially the dinner 
excursion could be more aggressive (Figure 3D).  
However, overall behavior of the two controller 
trajectories is quite similar.

In Figure 4, clinical results from a closed-loop clinical 
trial are presented as proof of concept to the use of 
IOB as a dynamic constraint for insulin dosing. Both 
Institutional Review Board approval and a consent form 
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Table 1.
Summary of the Simulations Conducted on the 10 In Silico Subjects a

Constraint type Subject
% of time 
< 60 mg/dl

% of time 
> 180 mg/dl

% of time 
< 140 mg/dl

Daily insulin [U]

Fixed hard 1 0 0 95 53.3

IOB 1 0 0 80 45.8

Fixed hard 2 15 0 100 39.1

IOB 2 0 0 81 30.6

Fixed hard 3b 60 0 98 266

IOB 3b 7 3 86 134

Fixed hard 4 0 0 100 32.9

IOB 4 0 8 65 29.8

Fixed hard 5 0 2 88 53.9

IOB 5 0 6 79 49.5

Fixed hard 6 90 0 100 98.7

IOB 6 0 14 59 44.4

Fixed hard 7 0 0 93 33.9

IOB 7 0 4 82 31.5

Fixed hard 8 4 0 100 38.1

IOB 8 0 0 82 32.8

Fixed hard 9 17 0 98 94.9

IOB 9 0 0 91 61.8

Fixed hard 10 0 0 94 52.7

IOB 10 0 0 82 47.4
a It is evident that the IOB constraint provides a safer control solution by almost completely eliminating hypoglycemic events. Mild 
hyperglycemia events occur only for very short periods. 

b It should be noted that subject 3 is an outlier due to extremely low insulin sensitivity, a drop of 3 mg/dl for 1 U of insulin.

were obtained for the clinical trial, and the subject was 
a 47-year-old male, weight 90.9 kg, with CF of 1 U for 
25 mg/dl and I:C of 1:6.8 U:g CHO. As can be seen from 
Figure 4, the insulin delivery rate was constrained by 
the IOB such that the delivered amount above basal was  
the residual of the insulin needed for correction minus the 
IOB, or zero if the IOB was greater than the amount 
needed for correction.

From 100 simulations with model uncertainty, 15 
hypoglycemic events occurred using the IOB compared 
to 59 hypoglycemia events when the IOB constraint was 
removed. Moreover, 90% of the closed-loop experiments 
with noise and without the IOB constraint showed at 
least one hypoglycemic event comparing to only one 
event when the IOB constraint was used. Figure 5 shows 
the controller performance when the model from subject 1  
is used to control subject 2. The simulation without 
the IOB exhibits severe (nonphysiologic) hypoglycemia 
(Figure 5A), while using the IOB constraint (Figure 5B) 
improves controller performance. Figure 6 demonstrates 
controller performance with normally distributed output 

noise with variance of 50% of the measured value.  
Again, the IOB constraint (Figure 6B) improves the 
controller performance. The simulation without the IOB 
constraint (Figure 6A) shows some unstable behavior 
with some hypoglycemic events.

Conclusions
Aggressive control moves may endanger users of a 
future artificial pancreatic β cell. The control algorithm 
is based on an MPC that is dynamically constrained by 
the estimated IOB as part of the optimal control solution. 
Controllers that incorporate the IOB constraint result in  
a relatively safe control scenario, even in the presence of 
large uncertainty. When the model is accurate, however, 
the unconstrained controller outperforms the controller 
with IOB.

This control strategy can achieve both good performance 
in regulating blood glucose and at the same time provide 
a safety constraint that can avoid over-delivery of insulin 
that can result from model mismatch and uncertainty. 
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Figure 2. An ARX-based MPC on subject 2 with and without the IOB constraint. The 24 h scenario starts at 7:00 am at steady state followed 
by a protocol of three meals (8:00 am, noon, and 6:00 pm) with 20, 40, 70 g of CHO, respectively. The MPC used a prediction horizon of 400 time steps, 
a control horizon of 5 time steps, and a weighting of unity for both insulin delivery rates and glucose tracking error. Panel (A) describes glycemic  
trajectories (continuous line) with a fixed hard constraint that exhibits risky behavior by crossing the hypoglycemic threshold. The precarious results 
are prevented by the controller incorporating the IOB constraint as presented in panel (B). Moreover, the MPC with the IOB constraint keeps 
glycemia, marked by a continuous curve, above 100 mg/dl without any risk of hypoglycemia. The IOB constraint on the rate of insulin 
administration is described by the dashed curve in panel (D), while the implemented insulin rate of the control moves is represented by circles in both 
panels (C) and (D). Panel (D) shows that the rate of the injected insulin is frequently constrained by the empirical values of the CF and I:C to 
prevent potential hypoglycemia.

Figure 3. An ARX-based MPC on subject 10 with and without the IOB constraint. The 24 h scenario starts at 7:00 am at steady state followed by  
a protocol of three meals (8:00 am, noon, and 6:00 pm) with 20, 40, 70 g of CHO, respectively. The glucose trajectories with and without the IOB  
constraint are presented in panels (A) and (B), respectively. The controller moves with or without the IOB constraint are presented in panels 
(C) and (D), respectively. The dashed lines represent the values of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia. The controller that incorporated the IOB 
constraint shows a more conservative behavior in panel (D) than the controller that was missing the IOB constraint in panel (C).
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Figure 4. Clinical results from a closed-loop trial, presenting the use of IOB constraint to prevent an overdose of insulin. The glucose trajectory, 
the controller set point of 100 mg/dl, and the insulin delivery rate are presented in the upper panel as constant curve, dotted curve, and dashed  
curve, respectively. The IOB constraint, insulin for correction, and allowed insulin amount above basal are presented in the lower panel as  
constant curve, dashed–dotted curve, and dotted curve, respectively. As can be seen from the lower panel, the allowed insulin delivery rate above  
basal is the amount needed for correction minus the IOB, or zero if the results is negative.23

Figure 5. An ARX-based MPC on subject 2 using the ARX model derived from subject 1 data. The 24 h scenario starts at 7:00 am at steady state 
followed by a protocol of three meals (8:00 am, noon, and 6:00 pm) with 20, 40, 70 g of CHO, respectively. The glucose trajectories with and without  
the IOB constraint are presented in panels (A) and (B), respectively. The controller moves with or without the IOB constraint are presented in panel  
(C) and (D), respectively. The dashed lines represent the values of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia. As depicted, the IOB constraint overrides  
the control moves that produced hypoglycemia otherwise.
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Figure 6. An ARX-based MPC on subject 9 using the ARX model derived from subject 9 data in the presence of measurement noise. The 24 h 
scenario starts at 7:00 AM at steady state followed a protocol of three meals (8:00 AM, noon, and 6:00 PM) with 20, 40, 70 g of CHO, respectively.  
The glucose trajectories with and without the IOB constraint are presented in panels (a) and (b), respectively. The controller moves with or without  
the IOB constraint are presented in panel (c) and (d), respectively. The dashed lines represent the values of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia.  
As depicted, the IOB constraint “jumps” between insulin action curves at the presence of the noise but overall maintains good control and 
prevents hypoglycemia and the unstable behavior introduced otherwise by the hard constraint control.
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Constraining the controller aggressiveness and thus 
preventing insulin overdose, one can minimize the risk 
of hypoglycemia. It should be noted that this is the 
omnipresent tradeoff between safety and efficacy, where, 
in this approach, a balance between these desirable 
attributes can be achieved.
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